CineMassive is consistently raising the bar when it comes to building high-performance, custom-designed video wall systems for all control room applications. We are committed to exceeding the workflow demands and needs operators and end-users have through every aspect of our collaborative visualization environments.

Our systems represent a turn-key project lifecycle that begins with in-depth consultations with our experts that leads to installation, training, continued support, and much more. The commitment we hold to serving our customers for the lifetime of their investment cannot be matched.

Our ultra-crisp, dynamic video walls are driven by powerful processors built in-house to provide fast, dependable performance for all 24/7 mission critical spaces and operations.

Driving the top-tier technology within our video walls and processing platforms is our own CineNet software. Developed from the ground up, CineNet is designed to provide complete control for users of any technological training or background with a suite of robust features that cannot be found on any other competing platform.
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VISUALIZATION SYSTEMS FOR OPERATIONS CENTERS

Global Security Operations Centers (GSOCS or SOCs)  |  Network Operation Centers (NOCs)
Fusion Centers  |  Social Media Monitoring Centers  |  Utilities and Process Control
Transportation Management  |  Logistics Operations Centers

CINENET SOFTWARE

CineNet allows your users to quickly integrate and display information across any number of high-resolution displays as one single canvas. CineNet’s flexible Windows-based platform compliments our advanced visual processing hardware to:

- Consume nearly all digital information via hardware or network interface.
- Allow non-technical users to create and modify wall layouts.
- Support dynamic working environments by quickly toggling between layouts and behaviors.
- Distribute your established Common Operating Picture via IP to additional control rooms in your organization.
- Cooperate with LDAP, AD, SSO and other security services across your organization.
- Control third party components from the same interface.
- Eliminate expensive programming imposed by typical control room solutions.
Security Operations Centers (SOC), Network Operations Centers (NOC), and Fusion Centers all focus on critical company data that needs to be efficiently gathered, monitored, and distributed across a common operating picture. This “over the shoulder” view gives operators and management the information they need for crucial decision making at a moment’s notice.

Logistics Operations Centers and Transportation Management can utilize the common operating picture CineMassive provides to easily broadcast a consistent and clear view of operations company-wide. This allows businesses to more effectively and efficiently monitor resources and allocate assets throughout facilities and teams on both a local and global scale.

Social Sentiment Operations use CineMassive systems to monitor social media platforms and web traffic to capitalize on brand centric feedback and messaging as they grow engagement and loyalty with their customer base and expanded demographics. This ability to identify, address, and interact with consumers in a visualized, real-time environment is crucial in an evolving world.

Whether serving government, financial, technology, or utility markets, we are experts in addressing a common need – dynamic, real-time dashboards to track developing events, visualize problems as they arise, and communicate situational awareness to locally and globally distributed teams alike. Our scalable video wall processors, systems, and software are relied upon across a multitude of businesses in several areas.